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Abstract 
Because of the use of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI; Myers & 
McCaulley, 1988), psychological practitioners, consultants and researchers 
need to address implications of personality type feedbeck for clients, 
employees, and reseerch subjects. This study investigated consistency of the 
MBTt as a result of genuine and discrepant personality type feedback. True 
and false feedback was expected to influence subjects in the directton of 
feedback given. Subjects were selected based on their Sensing-Intuitive 
(S-N) preference scores. Each of the forty sUbjects was given either true 
personality type feedback (TFG) or false personality type feedback (FFG~, and 
then retested. Results showed that the TFG changed in their S-N dimension 
significantly more so than the FFG, probably because the TFG believed the 
genuine feedback more than the FFG believed the discrepant feedback. 
Reasons for these findings are explored, as well as posing a prospective 
model of persone1ity type feedbeck acceptance. 
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Myers-Briggs Type Indicetor: Consistency es e Result of 
Genuine end Discrepent Personelity Type Feedbeck 
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicetor (MBTI, Myers &. McCeulley 1988) hes 
been used by experimenters es well es psychologfcel prectftioners end 
menegement consultents to essess the typologies of their 
subject/cHents. These MBTI results ere used by both the exeminer end 
the recipient for different reesons; the examiner is given a grasp of what 
the individual's type is like, but more importently, the recipient geins 
personal insight from the feedbeck. These recipients of such personel1ty 
type feedback may choose to view 1t with certainty or skepticism. In 
either case, the feedbeck has the potential to be detrtmentel to the client 
or naive subject if not explained fully or interpreted correctly. These 
occurences ere rere; however, they cen happen during psychological 
assessment. The opportunity is certainly present for thet feedback to be 
misconstrued, miSinterpreted, end thereby misunderstood. People mey 
interpret thet feedbeck as the "ebsolute truth," pledging to chenge their 
weys if the feedbeck is inconsistent with their self-views or they mey 
choose to reject the personality type feedbeck eltogether, thereby 
missing out on some very pertinent personal end useful information. 
These subsequent ections could prove to be hermful where only help was 
intended. Beceuse of their wide end veried use of the MBTI, clintctens end 
consultents, es well es reseerchers, need to eddress the del1cete issue of 
personality type feedback, which hes not been done before with the MBTI. 
The issue of personelity feedback and the subsequent acceptance of it 
was eddressed by Dies (1972), but not by using the MBTI. In Dies' study of 
college students, he used the Personality Reseerch Form (PRF) to 
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demonstrate the effects of personallty feedbeck. In his study, he found 
evidence thet subjects reedily accepted the personelity feedbeck, even if 
it had been dellberately falsified by the experimenter. He concluded that 
healthy college students, who were relatively sure of their own 
personelities, were um:lble to discriminate between authentic end false 
feedback. In addition, Layne end Ally (1980) me de e simller discovery 
when they used favorable/stable feedback vs. unfevorable/neurotic 
feedback. Two conclusions were made. First, those people who were 
tested "neurotic" accepted the "neurotic feedbeck" more often then they 
eccepted the stable feedback. Secondly, the feedback itself tended to 
persuade the subjects to chenge their self-perceptions in the direction of 
the feedback. Neuroticelly toned feedback then increesed the subjects' 
neuroticism whlle the stably toned feedback decreased neuroticism. 
These findings suggest that feedback, be it authentic, falsified, 
favorable, or unfavorable, is accepted by the receiver end may be strong 
enough to elter their own perceptions in the direction of the feedbeck. 
Feedback has an overall persuasive Quality about it (Leyne &. Ally, 1980). 
This persuasiveness was studied mainly in the cognitive reelm of 
personality feedback by Dies (1972) end Leyne and Ally (1980). In these 
two studies, the subjects readily "eccepted" the felse feedback end 
consequently chenged only their self-perceptions; their subsequent 
behavior remained unchecked. Beceuse subjects were not assessed on e 
behavioral besis, the results could not be explained in terms of ectuel 
behavior chenge. Swann and Hill (1982) improved upon these previous 
studies by incorporating beheviorel essessment to the study of cognitive 
changes that ere linked to personelity feedbeck. Not only did they study 
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the cognitive chenges essocieted with the receiving of discrepent 
feedback, but more importantly, they examined the behevion~l chenges 
associated with it. They found thet the false feedback produced chenges 
1n self-concepts only when the rec1p1ents had no opportunity to discredit 
the feedback beheviorelly. When they did heve the opportunity to 
discredit the feedback, HUle change in self-concept was noted. The 
effects of feedback certainly seem to be situationally specific. Similar 
to the previously cited studies, Shreuger and Schoeneman (1979) steted 
that when feedback is manipulated experimentally, subjects' perceptions 
of themselves usually changed. Additionally, they made a unique 
contribution to the erea of feedback research in discovering that, " .. .for 
feedback that diverges substantially from one's views to have a strong 
effect on self-evaluations, it must be perceived as being based on clear 
objective (test) information." (p.561, Shrauger & Schoeneman, 1979). 
Th1s finding 1s very useful in the present study, for half the subjects 
received false feedb8ck (based on c1eer objective test information) that 
was probably interpreted as being different from their self-view. 
The acceptance of personal1ty feedbeck in specific situations hes been 
Qualified. However, the Question remains, why does e person accept (or at 
times reject) discrepant feedback? SW8nn (19B7) states that when the 
recipient of the discrep8nt feedback h8S an uncert8in view of 
him/herself, one incident of false feedback could cause the subject to 
alter his or her self-view in favor of the new f81se feedback. But if the 
recipient hes a certain view of him/herself, the false feedback may be 
disregarded in 8 variety of weys. Few subjects have been found to 
possess such high levels of self certainty that they would disregard the 
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feedback (Swann, 1987). Therefore, the proposed study expected to find 
that false feedback wHl influence the recipients' self-perceptions. 
Discrepant feedback is not the only factor that can persuade subjects; 
the experimenter him/herself could also produce a similar outcome. The 
role of the experimenter has proven to be en issue in a number of studies 
(Bradley &. Bradley, }977; Fnmk, )973; Shreuger &. Schoeneman, 1979). In 
the previous literature, the experimenter's or diagnostician's prestige 
was found to be an important factor influencing the acceptance of 
accurate feedback. Using postdoctoral-level psychologists and 
undergraduate para-professionals, Bradley and Bradley (977) explored 
the impact of experimenter prestige on acceptance of feedback for 
undergraduates. They found that feedback acceptance was not related to 
levels of prestige or gender of the experimenter/diagnostician. Note that 
to the naive undergraduate there is probably not much difference in the 
level of prestige between a psychologist and para-professional trained in 
personality assessment; they are probably both viewed as skilled 
professionals. Contrary to Bradley and Bradley's statement, Frank (973) 
cites experiments in which power, prestige, or status of the experimenter 
does have a biasing effect. When the experimenter's status was higher 
than the subject's, the biasing effect was almost four times greater than 
if they were of the same level. Shrauger and Schoeneman (979) found 
still another factor pertaining to the tnfluenctbllity of the experimenter. 
They discussed the impact of the experimenter's prestige or competence 
on the acceptibllity of feedback. Only when the competence of the 
experimenter 1s specifically related to the topic of feedback, does it 
sway the recipient. It seems logical then to conclude that a certain level 
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of prestige or status must be obtained and the experimenter needs to be 
in a perceived area of expertise before the experimenter ctm influence or 
persuade subjects. In the proposed experiment, the researcher was 
consciously using this status in attempts to persuade the subjects. 
The effects of personality feedback and experimenter prestige on the 
examinee has been covered. Now the use of the MBTlin this study needs 
to be qualified as well. The MBTI has been used in a number of important 
studies examining its reliabl1ity, but none of those studies to date 
involve the active use of the personality type feedback. It seems odd that 
there has been no research pertai ni ng to the MBT I ~nd its persona li ty type 
feedback, considering it is used most frequently in this way. Afterell, a 
type indicator is devised so that feedback on the outcome of the test can 
be given to the client/subject, not just to establish its reliabl1ity. This 
particular oversight in the literature needs to be addressed. Since its 
appearance in the early 1960's, the MBTI has been utilized by social 
scientists of many disciplines, but with no research supporting its 
consistency as a personality measure after feedback has been given. Even 
so, these multi-disciplined advocates go on using this well known 
measure of personality type mainly bec~use it has shown its worth 
countless times in therapeutic, personality, and social research areas 
(Carlson, 1985; Carlyn, 1977; Myers &. McC~ulley, 1988). Because of its 
popu1~rity end reliability/validity (Myers &. McCeulley, 1988) ~s a 
personality type indicator and because personality feedback research 
utilizing the MBTI has been scant, the MBTI wes the prime c~ndidate for 
this study. By using the MBTI in the proposed research, it was the intent 
of the author to assess the MBTl's consistency as a function of genuine 
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end discrepent feedback. 
The MBTI is comprised of 126 questions that attempt to differentiate 
between the Extraverts and Introverts, the Thinkers and Feelers, the 
Sensing and Intuitive types, and the Judging and Perceiving types. There 
are a total of sixteen possible typology combinations. Extraversion (E) 
and Introversion (I) are two different "attitudes" taken towards the 
world; extraverts feel "energized" by interacting with other people in the 
external world, whereas introverts direct their energies inward by 
focusing on concepts and one's own thoughts and ideas. Sensing (S) and 
Intuition (N) describe how the world is perceived by that person. Through 
sensing, we rely predominantly on our five senses when viewing the 
world. With the OPPOSite function intuition, the perceptions are not so 
cut and dry; consequently, we rely more on our "gut fee11ng". Thinking (T) 
and Fee11ng (F) refer to the way in which we make judgments about a 
situation. Thinkers tend to be factual, objective, and analytical in their 
review of information; whereas feelers tend to be subjective and 
sympathetiC in determining the goodness or badness of the situation 
(Carlson, 1985). Judging (J) and Perceiving (P) 1s probably the most 
difficult dimension of the four to understand. While ExtraverSion and 
Introversion were described earlier as representing two attitudes taken 
toward the world, Judging and Perceiving are two ways in which one 
chooses to live in the world. Judging types tend to live very systematic 
llves, possibly filled with agendas used to organize their time. 
Perceiving types tend to be more spontaneous in their orientation towards 
11fe, adapting to the situation lnstead of trying to controllt. The Judging 
and Perceiving dimension, un11ke the other three dimensions of the MBTI, 
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wes not mede explicit es persone1ity types by Cerl Jung. EYen so~ these 
perticuler types ere seid to heve been cleerly implied by him (Cerlyn~ 
1977; Jung~ 1923). 
The experimenter decfded to focus on the Sensing end Intuition (S-N) 
dimension beceuse of its impressive test-retest reliebllity (r = .84; 
Myers & McCeulley} 1988). Logicelly} only the higher S-N scores were 
wented beceuse the higher the score, the herder it would be to influence 
the subject's preference score on thet dimension. Beceuse this pertfculer 
dimension hes the highest rel1eb11tty of the four} 1t 1s essumed thet 1f 
fe1se feedbeck eltered this d1mens10n} then the reme1n1ng three 
dimensions would elso be subject to chenge. 
This study exemined the effects of genuine end discrepent feedbeck 
on the consistency of scores on the S-N dimension of the MBTI for mele 
end femele college students. Both genuine end discrepent feedbeck groups 
were expected to chenge in the direction of the pert1culer personellty 
type feedbeck given. Although} e signif1cent difference wes expected 
between those sUbjects thet received true personel1ty feedbeck end those 
thet rece1ved the felse personellty feedbeck; those who received felse 
feedbeck were expected to chenge s1gnificently more thtm the true 
feed beck group from the first edmin1stretion of the t1BTI to the second. 
Those subjects who received the true feedbeck were expected to show en 
increese in their preference score} thereby further strengthening their 
epperent strength. The felse feedbeck group wes expected to show e 
decreese in their init1el preference score whlle eleveting their score in 




The subjects were 40 mele end femele intrOductory psychology 
students from the University of Richmond. Only those subjects who hed e 
strong preference score on the S-N dimension of the MBTI were selected. 
To heve e strong (cleer) preference, the score for S-N needed to be 21 or 
over, considering the renges for Send N ere from 0-67 end 0-51, 
respectively (Myers &. McCeulley, 1988). All sUbjects signed e consent 
form verifying their egreement to pertic1pete 1n the study (Appendix A). 
Eech subject received reseerch credit for their pertlcipetion end ell were 
treeted in eccordence with the APA's ethicel stenderds. 
Meteriels 
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicetor, which meesures the strengths end 
preferences of the Jungien personel1ty typology, wes used. The stenderd 
version of the MBTI, Form G, wes chosen beceuse of its length end 
eccessibllity. The rel1ebl1ity of the S-N dimension on the MBTI, es steted 
before, is more th8n edeQuete (r: = .84; Myers &. McCeulley, 1986). Also, 8 
"Feedbeck Checkl1st" (Appendix B) wes used to essess the bel1evebl1ity of 
the feedb8ck. An 8CtU811ist of Type Descriptors W8S used 8S the genuine 
end discrepent feedbeck (Appendix C; Keirsey &. Betes, 1984). 
Procedure 
The MBTI wes edmin1stered to the subjects es pert of e mess testtng, 
which took plece et the beginning of the spring semester, 1969. Only 
those 40 students of the introductory psychology course who scored the 
highest on the S-N dimension of the MBTI were celled beck to be used es 
subjects. 
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After the sUbjects were chosen based on the criterion above, the 
experlmenter arranged a tlme to meet with them individually to discuss 
their particular test results and to admlnisterthe MBTI a second time. 
Approximate1y one month had e1apsed between test administrations. In 
discusslng the personality feedback, the experimenter followed a script 
that established her credibility in the area of the MBTI, as well as 
standardizing the feedback process (Appendix D). 
The subjects who were cal1ed back for the experiment were assigned 
to one of two groups. One group was the "True Feedback Group" (TFG) and 
the other group was the "False Feedback Group" (FFG). There was an eQua1 
number of S subjects and N subjects in both groups. Groups were also 
balanced for gender. For the TFG, true feedback was given on all four 
dimensions of the MBT!. For the FFG, false feedback was given only on the 
S-N dimension and true feedback was given for the other dimenSions. For 
example, 1f the subject was assigned to the FFG fmd he/she had a 
preference score of S-55, false feedback would be given only on the 
Sensing dimension and true feedback would be given on the remaining 
three (see Appendix D for a detailed description). The list of Type 
DeSCriptors used as feedback was individually typed with the subjects' 
mImes at the top and their personality types circled. These lists were 
handed out to the subjects so they could follow along with the 
experimenter's description of their personality type. The subjects were 
told that each letter of their type has a different set of adjectives which 
describes how they tend to get along in the world; each of these letters 
has an opposite, complementary letter. It was explained to them that 
neither letter is better or worse than the other, they are just different 
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from one enother. An introvert's feedbeck wes given es foHows: "You ere 
en introvert (It es opposed to en extrovert (E). Introverts mekeup 25~ of 
the populetion wherees extroverts meke up the' other 75~. Whet it me ens 
to be an introvert is that at times you tend to be 'territoriel' es opposed 
to 'socieble,' prefer 'concentration' as opposed to 'interaction,' .. ." The 
experimenter then proceeded to go over the 11st of descriptors thet 
pertained to their individuel typology, expleining that these descriptors 
aren't alweys accurate in ell situations, but are the subject's preferences 
the majority of the time (see Appendix C). No ectuel numeric scores of 
their preferences were given, es well es no overell description of how the 
dimensions interact together. 
After the true or felse feedback was given} the subject wes asked if 
there were eny questions es to the definition of the descriptors used. 
These questions were answered and then the subject wes told} "We are 
interested in having you take this test again to check the internel 
constistency of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator." With this second 
administration} the results were examined to determine whether the 
feedback had any effect on the direction or strength of their S-N 
preference for their particular Jungian typology. 
After the feedback was given and the subject had taken the MBTI a 
second time} the subject was given the "Feedback Checklist: The 
checklist was given to assess the bellevabilfty of the feedback which was 
used to determine 1f any change 1n the S-N dimension had indeed occurred 
as a result of the feedback. A copy of their true results was given to the 
FFG and their bogus results were destroyed} whfle the TFG was 8llowed to 
keep their original genuine l1st of descriptors. The subjects were then 
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properly debriefed for the true end felse feedbeck conditions end esked 
not to discuss the experiment with other stude.nts (Appendices E end n. 
Results 
To investigate whether the FFG would alter in their S-N scores 
significantly more than the TFG, a 2 x 2 x 2 (Feedback x Time x 
Dimension) ANOVA was performed at the .05 significance level, with 
repeeted meesures on both the Time end Dimension veriebles. Both 5 and 
N raw scores et times one end two were used as the within subjects 
variables. A significent interection wes found between feedback and 
time, E( " 36) = 5.29, p.. = .027. The means essocieted with this 
interection ere d1splayed in Figure 1. S1mpl.e effects revealed that from 
Time 1 to Time 2, the TFG's scores increesed significently,f(11 36) = 
6.74, p.. = .014, whl1e the FFG scores did not, E(l, 36) = .071, p.. = .791. The 
only other significant effect of thls interection presents a sign1ficent 
difference between TFG scores end FFG scores at Time 2, f( " 36) = 4.81, 
p.. = .033, but not at Time 1, E( 1, 36) = .148, p.. = .702. 
Insert Figure 1 about here 
In order to explore why there was a sign1ficant interaction, at-test 
was used to look et the differences in bel1evabl1ity of feedback between 
groups. As expected, the TFG (M = 5.85) believed their personel1ty 
feed beck significantly more so than the FFG (M = 4.15t 1(38) = 4.05, p.. = 
.0002. 
In eddttion, e correlation wes computed between the bel1evabl1ity 
score (obte1ned from the second Question on the Feedback Checkltst) end 
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the difference of S-N's continuous scores. This was done to determ1ne 
whether or not the magnitude end direction of the subjects' chenge in 
score WflS a function of the experimenter's feedbflck. To compute this 
correlf1tion, the scores on the Send N dimensions were trensformed to a 
continuous scale so thflt the chflnges in S-N scores could be compered 
between Time 1 end Time 2. The correletions for both the TFG end the FFG 
were not significflnt. 
Discussion 
In the present study, subjects receiving felse feedbflck were expected 
to filter in their S-N scores signif1cflnt1y more so than those subjects 
receiving true feedbflck, especlf111y becfluse they were given no 
opportunity to refute the informflt10n behflviorfllly (Swflnn & Hill, 1962). 
Although, thi s hypothesi s was not supported. The results of the ANOVA 
showed that there were no significant differences found in the FFG from 
the first administration to the second. Because means ere used in an 
analysis of variance, ectua1 changes 1n the FFG could heve gone unnoticed. 
Consequently, the S-N scores were inspected to find what kind of 
distribution WflS present. A bimodal distribution WflS found for both 
Sensing find Intuitive scores fit the first find second fldministration of the 
MBTI. We can be relatively sure that this oppOSition to change found in 
the FFG was not merely due to en oversight in the ena1ysis of the means. 
The true feedback group, however, did show a s1gn1f1cflnt 1ncreese in 
thei r preference scores over time. The reflsons for these resu1 ts fire 
supported by the results of the t-test. It appears thflt the true feedback 
group chflnged over t1me becfluse this group beHeved their genu1ne 
feedback sign1f1cflnt1y more so than the false feedback group believed 
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their discrepant feedback. In other words, the genuine feedb~ck for the 
TFG seemed only to affirm their ~lready apparent strength 1n the1r S-N 
dimension. Conversely, the false feedback group's scores did not change 
significantly over time as a result of the discrepant person~l1ty feedback 
they were given. This is consistent with Layne and Ally's (1960) finding 
that the more accun~te the personality descriptors, the more likely it 
will be accepted. Because the descriptors used for the true feedback 
group were more accurate for those SUbjects than the descriptors were 
for the false feedback group, it is feasible the true feedback group would 
change more than the false feedback group. 
This study's results were not entirely consistent with Layne and Ally's 
(1960) other finding though, which stated that feedback persuades the 
examinees to change their self-perceptions in the direction of the 
personality feedback. Even though a total of 26 of the 40 subjects' S-N 
scores moved in the direction of the feedback ~s hypothesized, the 
differences were not substantial enough to produce a significant effect 1n 
the false feedback condition. In ~ddition, an overwhelming majority of 
those changes were seen in the TFG. Contrary to Layne and Ally's finding, 
this trend was not strong enough to be statistically significant. 
There are various possibilities why the correct directional change 
occured in the true feedback group and not in the false feedback group. 
The subjects, the S-N dimension, the experimenter, or methodology are all 
Yiable reasons why the change did not occur in the false feedback group. 
It's possible that the particular sample of subjects had such high levels 
of self-certainty that they were able to refute the discrepant personality 
feedback cognitiyely. Howeyer, this explanation is highly unl1kely 
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eccording to Swenn (1967) who stetes thet encounters with such 
self-essured individuals are not common. Another exphmation is thet 
this particuler semple was biased by the very selection process used to 
ecquire sUbjects. It will be recelled that the experimenter only used 
those subjects who hed cleer preferences (21 end ebove) in the S-N 
dimension of the MBTI. Beceuse of these high scores, subjects chosen 
could have been relatively certein of whether they teke in information 
ebout the worl d i ntui t i ve 1 y (N) or through thei r senses (S). Future 
reseerchers might went to compere subjects of weeker preference scores 
to subjects with cleer preferences. It mey be thet those people with 
weaker preferences would be persuaded more easily than those with 
stronger preferences beceuse they ere not es sure of their sensing or 
intuitive type as the stronger preference people would be. Generalizetion 
to the total population is obviously limited by the usage of sUbjects with 
only cleer preferences; this is one reeson why research needs to be 
cont i nued in thi s erea. 
Another reeson why ell of the hypotheses were not confirmed could be 
beceuse of something inherent ebout the S-N dimension--thet this pert of 
the personellty is so sellent, it is not subject to chenge. It would be 
interesting for future researchers to explore this hypothesis. In order to 
find if, 1n fect, this opposition to chenge is uniquely cherecteristic of the 
Sensing-Intuitive dimension, en experimenter might compere the amount 
of change seen in ell dimensions of the MBTI. If exeminees chenged 1n the 
other three dimensions after the false feedback, but not 1n the S-N 
dimension, reseBrchers might conclude that this opposition to chBnge is 
due to the very neture of the personal1ty characteristics possessed by 
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thi s di mensi on. 
There is ~lso re~son to believe th~t the experimenter could h~ve been 
responsible for the unexpected opposition to ch~nge found 1n the false 
feedb~ck group. Possibly the experimenter w~s not v1ewed as an expert in 
the MBTI or w~s not prestigious enough to convince those subjects 
receiving the bogus 1nform~tion; or m~ybe 1t was the experimenter's 
present~tion of the person~lity type feedb~ck th~t c~used these results. 
By presenting the opposite person~lity type descriptors along with the 
descriptors th~t were supposedly their type, the f~lse feedb~ck group h~d 
the opportunity to comp~re their bogus descriptors with their ~ctu~l type 
descriptors. This comp~rison could h~ve led the discrepant feedb~ck 
recipients to be more skept1cal of the feedb~ck then they would have been 
if only a single list of descriptors w~s used. A good idea for future 
researchers might be to present the feedback by listing only the 
descriptors they are supposed to possess, ~nd e11min~te the other 
opposi ng descri ptors. 
There is ~ fourth and f1n~l expl~n~tion of why the f~lse feedback group 
w~s not ~pp~rent 1 y 1 nfl uenced by thei r f eedb~ck as 1 t occured 1 n p~st 
rese~rch. The study's p~rticul~r methodology could be the culprit. The 
procedures ~nd person~lity me~sures used in the previously cited 
l1ter~ture were obviously different from this study·s. Inste~d of using 
the MBTI, both Dies (1972) ~nd Br~dley ~nd Br~dley (977) used the 
Personality Rese~rch Form (PRF) to ~ssess their subjects' personalities, 
while l~yne ~nd Al1y (1980) used the Eysenck Person~1ity Inventory (EPI). 
After m~nipul~ting their scores, Dies (1972) ~ctively involved his 
subjects by ~l1owing them to plot their own feedb~ck gr6phic~l1y. l~yne 
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end Ally (1980) told their subjects thet their persone1ity feedbeck wes 
besed on interpretetions by two PhD clinical psychologists. Swenn end 
Hill (1982) allowed subjects to receive their persone1ity feedbeck by 
interacting with a confederete of eQuel stet us. The feedback in the 
present study was given to the subjects by a psychology greduete student 
skilled in the use of the MBTt. The results of the current study might 
heve been more like the previous studies had the experimenter ellowed 
for similarly convincing feedbeck procedures end measures to be 
implemented. Whether due to the subject, the dimension, the 
experimenter, or the methodology, the fact remeins that influencing the 
sensing and intuitive self-perceptions of the false feedbeck group enough 
to produce a significant effect was e difficult task. 
From the above interpretations and speculations, a prospective model 
for personality type feedback acceptance begins to emerge. Whether or 
not someone accepts personality type feedback depends on many things. 
This study has shown that perceived competence and prestige are 
important characteristics that allow the experimenter to influence the 
recipient. How eccurete the feedbeck is to a person's self-concept was 
elso found to be a determining fector. The amount of self-awareness an 
individual possesses, sometimes called self-certainty, and in this case 
called the strength of the preference, helps determines whether the 
recipient will be persuaded by the feedback or not. Other factors that 
were not introduced by this study, such as ege, gender of recipient, and 
favorableness of feedbeck, could also be lncorporeted into this model. Of 
course this model is premeture; it is not certain which of these veriebles 
hes the greatest lmpect on the ecceptence of personaHty type feedback. 
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It might not ever be possible to say one variable is the strongest 
determimmt of personality acceptance. The most persuasive tactic for 
one individual might not be the same for the next individual. Here again, 
researchers coul d shed some li ght on these issues. 
The main point of this study though was not to devise a model of 
personality feedback acceptance, but to find whether or not the MBTI is 
consistent as a result of this personality type feedback. It is reassuring 
to know that the MBTI can be viewed as a robust type indicator, 
particularly on the Sensing-Intuitive dimension. It is also reassuring to 
know that if given again, the MBTI would most likely detect (and 
therefore negate) the discrepant personality feedback by producing a 
score consistent with their true typology. Also, to mistakenly report or 
misinterpret a client's score would be careless, as well as 
unprofessional; nevertheless, this scenerio is possible. The fact that 
false feedback would not change or distress the client substantially is 
some consolation for this possible oversight. Through this study, 
consistency of the S-N dimension on MBTI has been shown as a result of 
both genuine and discrepant personality type feedback. Not only were the 
scores consistent across time, true feedback was found only to enhance 
subjects' apparent typology. 
It is important to remember though that the Sensing-Intuitive 
dimension was the only one investigated. This particular dimension was 
chosen because it had the hi ghest re 1 i abi 1 i ty of. the four. I twas ori gi nall y 
hypothesized that if the SUbjects could be influenced by the feedback in 
this dimension, it would be assumed that the other dimensions would also 
be subject to change. Unfortunately, this hypothesis was not supported. 
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Generalization to the other dimensions is not advised. Because the false 
feedback did not influence subjects' scores in S-N dimension, does not 
mean that the other dimensions are just as stable. The hardiness or 
robustness of the indicator should be viewed as characteristic of the S-N 
dimension only until more research in this area confirms or negates this 
issue. 
In summary, these results and interpretations hold many impJ1cations 
for consultants, counselors, eKperimental researchers, or anyone else 
utilizing the MBTI. First, consider the reasons why people take the MBTI. 
It might be given on the job so that employees could understand and relate 
to others better, and as a result, become a productive member of a 
cohesive working unit. It might be utilized in counsellng so that both 
therapist and client might gain insight lnto the client's personal1ty type. 
In addition, the MBTI might be administered for statistical research 
purposes. Whatever the reason, administrators of any personality 
measure, not just the MBTI, should be aware of the impact personality 
feedback could have on reCipients. Care should be taken in interpretating 
the typologies; that is, an ENTP should not be eKpressed in a more 
favorable l1ght than an ISFJ, when 1n fact, neither type is better or worse 
than the other. Individuals with weak preferences (below 21) might not 
be able to discredit the feedback and could become doubtful of 
themselves, disappointed for not having enough insight into thier own 
personalities. In these instemces, the personality type feedback given 
could prove to be unintentional1y detrimental to the recip1ent. Secondly, 
this study provides clinicians, consultants, and researchers with a model 
to be used for personal1ty feedback acceptance with the Myers-Briggs 
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Type Indicator, as well as other measures of personality. Not only was 
the accuracy of the feedback and subject and experimenter 
chl!!rl!!cteristics found to be important, but also, the particular dimension, 
methodology, age end gender of the recipient end favorebleness of the 
feedback could be fectors that influence the ecceptability of the 
feedback. Lastly, the results of this study allow us to be relet1vely sure 
that individuals possessing a clear S-N preference do not change typology 
as a result of discrepant or genuine personallty type feedback. While 
discrepant feedback does not seem to influence these individuals, genuine 
personal1ty type feedback results in only a stronger preference. In this 
case, it can be stated that the Sensing-Intuitive dimension of the MBTI 
certainly remains consistent over time. 
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CONSENT FOR RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 
Myers-Br1 ggs 
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This reseerch is designed to gether demogrephic 1nformetion ebout 
college students. You will be receiving feedbeck which is besed on the 
testing thet wes done the first dey of cless in your Introduction to 
Psychology cless. In eddition, you will be esked to enswer besic Questions 
ebout yourself. There is no risk involved. 
All of your enswers will be strictly confidenttel; only the reseercher 
will know of your identity. Your phone number 1s needed so thet ell 
subjects interested in knowing the finel results of this study cen be 
notified of the meeting to be held et the study's end. 
It is importent thet you do not discuss this study with your friends or 
clessmetes here et U of R beceuse they might elso be sUbjects leter. 
Only group dete will be studied--no individuel dete. 
Ask eny Questions et this time . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I understend the Informetion steted ebove end egree to pertlclpete 
in this study es it wes expleined to me. I egree not to divulge 
Informetion ebout this study to others. I reelize thet I em free to 
withdrew from this study et eny time. 
Signeture' _________ _ 
Print Neme: ________ _ 




Class: Frs_ SopL Jr_ Sr._ 
Myers-Br1 ggs 
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Sex: t1- F_ 
In your personal opinion, how accurate was the description of your 
particular Myers-Briggs typology? 
Extraversi on(E)-1 ntroversl on (I): 
not very accurate very accurate 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Sensl ng(S)-1 ntul t 1 ve(N): 
not very accurate very accurate 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Th1 nk1 ng(T)-F ee 11 ng(F): 
not very accurate very accurate 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Judgment(J)-Percept 1 on(P): 
not very accurate very accurate 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Was the outcome of your E-I preference expected? yes_ no_ 
Was the outcome of your S-N preference expected? yes_ no_ 
Was the outcome of your T -F preference expected? yes_ no_ 
Was the outcome of your J-P preference expected? yes_ no_ 
Myers-Briggs 
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Heve you ever teken the Myers-Briggs Type Indicetor before this study? 
If yes, whet wes your typology? ____ (put es meny letters down 
es you remember) 
Hes your typology chenged since then? yes_ no-
How much did you enjoy this experiment? 
not at all 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
very much 
7 
Would you be interested in knowing the results of this study? yes_ no_ 
Have you heard anything about this experiment from other students? 
yes _ no _ If yes, wh6t? 




Extrovert C.E175~ of population Introvert U125~ 
Soclab 11 ty ................................................................................. Terrl tori ell ty 
Interact i on ............................................................................... Concentret ion 
External ..................................................................................... 1 nterne 1 
Breadth ....................................................................................... Depth 
Extensl ve ................................................................................... lntensi ve 
Multiplicity of relat10nships ............................................ Limited relationships 
Expendi ture of energi es ....................................................... Conservat i on of energi es 
Interest in external events ................................................ lnterest 1n internal 
reaction 
SensingJS175~ of population Intuitive {N125~ 
Experi ence .................................................................................. Hunches 
Past ............................................................................................... Future 
Real i st i c ..................................................................................... Speculat i ve 
Perspi rat i on .............................................................................. I nspi rat ion 
Actual ........................................................................................... Possi b 1 e 
Down-to-earth .......................................................................... Head-i n-c 1 ouds 
Utility ........................................................................................... Fantasy 
F act ................................................................................................ Fi ct ion' 
Pract i cali ty ................................................................................ 1 ngenu1 ty 
Sens1 b 1 e ........................................................................................ 1 magi net i ve 
Thinker {T150~ of population Feeler {F1501 
Db j ect t ve ...................................................................................... Sub j ect i ve 
Principles ....................................................................................... Values 
Myers-Briggs 
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Policy .............................................................................................. Socie1 ye1ues 
Laws .......................................................................................... Extenuet i ng c1 rcumstences 
Cri teri on ........................................................................................ 1 nt i mecy 
Fi rmness ........................................................................................ Persues1 on 
1 mpersona 1 .................................................................................... Persone1 
Just i ce ............................................................................................ Humene 
Cetegori es ..................................................................................... Hermony 
Stendards ....................................................................................... Good or bad 
Cri t 1 Que ........................................................................................... Appreci ate 
Anal ysi s .......................................................................................... Sympathy 
All ocat 1 on ....................................................................................... Devot 1 on 
Judger {J150~ of population Perceiver (P150~ 
Set t 1 ed .............................................................................................. Pendi ng 
Dec1ded .............................................................................................. Gather more data 
Fi xed ................................................................................................... F1 ex1b1 e 
P1 an ahead ........................................................................................ Adapt as you go 
Run one's life ................................................................................... Let life heppen 
C1 osure ................................................................................................ Open to opt ions 
Deci s1 on-maki ng ............................................................................. Treasure hunting 
P1 anned ................................................................................................ Open ended 
Comp 1 eted ........................................................................................... Emergent 
Decisiye ............................................................................................... Tentet1 ve 
Wrep i t up ....................................................................................... Someth1 ng w111 turn up 
Urgency ............................................................................................ There·s plenty of time 
Deed1 i ne! .......................................................................................... Whet deed1i ne? 





"I'd 11ke to beg1n by tell1ng you ~ l1ttle ~bout myself. My n~me 1s 
Stephanie Fa1k and I graduated from Villanova University with a bachelor's 
degree in psychology. I am currently in my second year of graduate study 
here at the University of Richmond, working towards my masters degree in 
psychology. I have been doing research with the Myers-Briggs for the past 
year and a half and have administered and scored the test under two PhD 
psychologists trained in the use of the MBTI. This is my second year that 
I've worked in the university counsel1ng center where I've been exposed to 
various personelity tests, including the Myers-Briggs. I am presently 
using the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator in my mester's thesis." 
Standardized Feedback Procedure: 
*For example, assume the subject is an INT J 
"The feedback which I am ~bout to give you 1s b~sed on the results of 
your Myers-Briggs Type Indicator that you took earlier this semester 1n 
your Intro Psych class. Your answers were scored very carefully which 
gives you the typology of an 1 N T J (the correct letters of their typology 
will be given for the TFG; for the FFG, all dimensions will be correct 
excep't for the S-N dimension where they will be switched.) Each of these 
letters have a different set of adjectives which describes you and how you 
tend to get along in the world. As you can see, each of these letters has an 
opposite, complementary letter. Neither one is better or worse than the 
other, they are just different from one another. Let's go over your 
particular typology. You are an introvert (I), as opposed to an extrovert 
Myers-Briggs 
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(E). Introverts makeup 25~ of the population whereas extroverts make up 
the other 75~. What it means to be an introvert is that at tfmes you tend 
to be 'territorial' as opposed to 'sociable,' prefer 'concentration' as 
opposed to 'interaction,' ............. .. 
The experimenter then proceeded to go over the list of descriptors that 
pertafned to thefr 1ndividual typology, explaining that these descrfptors 
aren't always accurate in all Situations, but are the subject's preferences 
the majority of the time (see Appendix C). After the feedback was 
completed, the subject was asked 1f there were any Questions regardfng 
the definitions of the list of descriptors. If there were no Questions, the 
experi menter cont 1 nued: 
"We are interested in having you take this test again to check the 





"You have been involved in an experiment which is studying the 
consistency of personality scores on the Myers-Briggs Type Indicetor from 
one administration to the next. There were two conditions: one where 
accurate personality feedback was given to the subjects and one where 
inaccurate personality feedback was given to the subjects. Because you 
were in the accurate persontll1ty feedback condition, your particular 
typology was accurately reported to you. 
It is very important that you do not discuss this experiment with any 
of your friends or classmates here at U of R because they might be my 
subjects later. Thank you for your considertltion and participation 1n this 





"You have been involved in an experiment which is studying the 
consistency of personality scores on the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator from 
one edministretion to the next. There were two conditions: one where 
eccurete persona11ty feedbeck was given to the subjects end one where 
ineccurate personellty feedback was given to the sUbjects. Because you 
were in the ineccurate personality feedback condition, the particular 
typology given to you was not entirely correct. I did report your eccurete 
preferences on three of the four dimensions; the only one which was 
inaccurete wes the S-N dimension. I reported you as being 'Sensing' when 
in fect you hed e cleer preference for the ,'Intuitive' [or vice versa). Here is 
a 11st of your true MBTI type descriptors. [The subject is hended e copy of 
their true typology] Instead of possessing these 'Sensing' descriptors, you 
possess the opposite 'Intuitive' descriptors. 
[The subject will then heve the true list of descriptors explained to 
him or her es they eppear in Appendix C) 
Should this brief period of time during which you were given felse 
information cause you eny emotional distress, I am truly sorry; and if need 
be, I cen arrenge for you to meet with someone in the counse11ng center. 
Are you interested? 
It is very important that you do not di scuss thi s experi ment wi th eny 
of your friends or classmetes here et U of R because they might be my 
subjects later. Thank you for your consideration and participation in this 
experiment." 
Fl gure Cept 1 on 
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Figure 1. Mean S-N scores as a function of true or false feedbeck given 
between Time 1 end Tfme 2. 
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